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Abstract: In this study, we aim to advance the optimization of daily large fire containment strategies
for ground-based suppression resources by leveraging fire risk assessment results commonly
used by fire managers in the western USA. We begin from an existing decision framework that
spatially overlays fire risk assessment results with pre-identified potential wildland fire operational
delineations (PODs), and then clusters PODs into a response POD (rPOD) using a mixed integer
program (MIP) model to minimize expected loss. We improve and expand upon this decision
framework through enhanced fire modeling integration and refined analysis of probabilistic and
time-sensitive information. Specifically, we expand the set of data inputs to include raster layers of
simulated burn probability, flame length probability, fire arrival time, and expected net value change,
all calculated using a common set of stochastic weather forecasts and landscape data. Furthermore,
we develop a secondary optimization model that, for a given optimal rPOD, dictates the timing of
fire line construction activities to ensure completion of containment line prior to fire arrival along
specific rPOD edges. The set of management decisions considered includes assignment of PODs to be
included in the rPOD, assignment of suppression resources to protect susceptible structures within
the rPOD, and assignment of suppression resources to construct fire lines, on specific days, along
the perimeter of the rPOD. We explore how fire manager risk preferences regarding firefighter safety
affect optimal rPOD characteristics, and use a simple decision tree to display multiple solutions and
support rapid assessment of alternatives. We base our test cases on the FSPro simulation of the 2017
Sliderock Fire that burned on the Lolo National Forest in Montana, USA. The overarching goal of this
research is to generate operationally relevant decision support that can best balance the benefits and
losses from wildfire and the cost from responding to wildfire.
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1. Introduction

Wildfire management can be a complex decision-making process involving uncertain and dynamic
conditions, and requiring rapid assimilation of multiple types of information from various sources [1,2].
Operations research (OR) models can be used to help integrate fire data, suggest management strategies,
and conduct tradeoff analysis to assist fire decision processes [3–6]. OR models developed for wildfire
management can take many forms, ranging from pre-fire applications determining optimal investment
portfolios in prevention/suppression activities along with optimal stationing and deployment rules
for suppression resources [7–12], to post-fire applications determining optimal mitigation strategies
for reducing debris flow risk [13].

Of interest here are OR models built for incident-level fire operations that endogenously
determine suppression resource demands in relation to fire or landscape characteristics, and that
assign suppression resources to support various tactical response decisions. We specifically focus our
model on the objective of minimizing economic losses from an escaped fire, which is a common but
non-exclusive fire management objective. Operationally, the tactics employed to meet this objective
include any combination of direct, indirect or contingency line construction, as well as point protection
of highly valued resources or assets. Both ground resources (e.g., fire engines, hand crews, bulldozers)
and aerial resources (e.g., helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft) can support these tactics through various
tasks, broadly intended to delay, stop, or extinguish a fire. Specific task typically includes advanced
preparation and in situ point protection, containment line construction, burnout preparation and
implementation, line holding (i.e., improving and patrolling) and mopping up. Delaying fire spread
and reinforcing containment lines with aerial resources are also common tasks that help minimize
losses. Published OR modeling research is reflective of these realities, focusing on construction of
containment lines to manage the extent and location of burned areas [14–16], and the allocation of
resources to point protect structures such as homes [17–19].

Here we present a mixed integer program (MIP) model where the decision variables relate to
constructing fire line and protecting structures, and where objective functions could be designed to
best balance the positive and negative wildfire effects, the expenditures from responding to wildfire,
or the potential hazard to fire responders. Our primary research objectives are to develop OR models
that: (1) are relevant to on-the-ground fire operations; (2) readily integrate with existing incident
decision support systems; (3) improve assessment of incident-specific wildfire risk; and (4) ultimately,
improve upon previous spatial response optimization work by incorporating additional probabilistic
and time-sensitive information. Contextually we leveraged decision support products that are widely
used by fire managers in the western USA, although the broad contours of the model are likely
applicable elsewhere. Furthermore, we grounded our model development in risk management
principles, increasingly being adopted by the wildland fire management community, which notably
emphasize more proactive assessment and planning as a basis for supporting incident decisions, i.e.,
“engaging the fire before it starts” [20–22].

Regarding our first objective, we developed a network of pre-identified potential wildland fire
operational delineations (PODs) as primary management units and decision variables. PODs are
landscape polygons whose boundaries are features that are relevant to fire containment operations,
such as roads, ridgetops, fuel transitions, water bodies, etc., within which risks, opportunities, and
response strategies can be summarized [23]. PODs can be built using a combination of geospatial
analysis and local expert knowledge, often with supporting analytical products identifying suppression
opportunities and potential control locations (PCLs) [24,25]. PODs have been used to summarize
suppression difficulty and protection demand [26], to optimize fuel treatment placement across a
landscape [27], and, most relevant for our purposes, to optimize creation of clustered, or aggregated,
response PODs (rPODs) for real-time incident support [28]. It is worth emphasizing that PODs are
more than an academic concept; locally developed PODs were used for real-time decision support
during the 2017 fire season on the Tonto National Forest in Arizona, USA [22,28,29], and analytical
products serving as the building blocks of PODs [23,24] were delivered for real-time decision support
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for fifteen large fires across the western USA during the 2017 fire season [Risk Management Assistance
Teams (RMAT) website, https://wfmrda.nwcg.gov/RMAT.html]. Furthermore, as of this writing, POD
development to support spatial fire planning has already been carried out or is actively proceeding on
National Forest System and adjacent lands in Arizona, California, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico,
Oregon, and Washington, USA.

Regarding our second objective, we leveraged functionality from the Wildland Fire Decision
Support System (WFDSS), a web-based platform developed in the USA that combines fire behavior
modeling, economic principles, geospatial analysis, and information technology to support fire
response decisions [30]. Specifically, we used the Fire Spread Probability (FSPro) model, which ingests
topography, fuel data and daily fire weather forecasts during a fire event to stochastically simulate fire
spread [31]. Results from those simulations are used to predict time-based burn probability contours
or polygons, along with fire arrival times across the landscape, which we used as inputs to our MIP
model. Although FSPro enables quantification of the exposure of highly valued resources and assets
(HVRAs) in relation to burn probability, it does not estimate fire intensity or fire effects, which may
inhibit analysis of tradeoffs across firefighter safety, suppression expenditures, and fire impacts to
HVRAs [32].

This leads us to our third objective, better characterizing incident risk to HVRAs. As a basis we
used a landscape-scale risk assessment framework that evaluates both the hazard (fire likelihood and
intensity) and vulnerability (exposure and susceptibility) of HVRAs at every location (i.e., each grid
cell) across a landscape [33,34]. The framework outlined in [35] is generalizable and scalable, such
that risk assessment results can be used for a variety of purposes, including strategic budgeting, fuel
treatment prioritization, and incident decision support [27,28,35,36]. In a pre-fire landscape-scale risk
assessment, the fire likelihood and intensity estimates used to calculate expected net value change
(eNVC) are commonly generated by a stochastic simulator such as FSim [37]. FSim’s fire behavior
results do not model the weather at the time and place of any actual wildfire. Instead, they reflect the
full range of weather conditions that exist across a relatively large landscape and during an entire fire
season. For a risk assessment on an ongoing wildfire, an improvement could be made by generating
fire likelihoods and intensities that are sensitive to the weather conditions likely to occur during the
event. As described above, we used FSPro to generate fire likelihoods (burn probabilities), but not
flame length probabilities (or intensity results of any kind). Instead, we used a deterministic modeling
process called Flep-Gen (for Flame-Length Exceedance Probability Generator [38]) to estimate, for each
grid cell, the probability that flame length will fall into each of six fire intensity levels (as is common
with risk assessment, see [34]). Flame length classes used here are 0–0.61 m (0–2 ft), 0.61–1.22 m (2–4 ft),
1.22–1.83 m (4–6 ft), 1.83–2.44 m (6–8 ft), 2.44–3.66 m (8–12 ft), and >3.66 m (12 ft). By combining these
incident-specific fire behavior simulations with pre-existing risk assessment data that characterize
the location, susceptibility, and importance of HVRAs, we are able to calculate incident-specific
eNVC values.

Lastly, we aim to capitalize on enhanced fire modeling integration to improve upon earlier work
demonstrating the optimal rPOD concept. Our recent study [28] used a deterministic MIP model to
integrate point protection decisions with strategic fire containment boundary design by aggregating
pre-identified PODs into larger fire containers, i.e., rPODs. That approach defined a response strategy
as the combination of fire line construction along rPOD containment boundaries and point protection
assignments within that rPOD, and illustrated how optimal strategies varied with fire weather and
budget constraint scenarios. However, the model used a conditional net value change layer assuming
the entire selected rPOD burns under the specified weather scenario, meaning it did not consider fire
spread probabilities. Nor did it consider the timing of line construction in relation to fire arrival times.
Here, we expand the set of data inputs to include GIS raster layers of simulated burn probability, flame
length (meter) probability, fire arrival time (day), and expected net value change, all calculated using
common weather forecast data. To reiterate, the use of common weather data across fire modeling
systems ensures that the same set of stochastic weathers were used to support FSPro fire simulations,
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estimation of expected fire loss/benefit, flame length probability prediction, and to support suppression
decisions during a large fire event. Furthermore, we developed a secondary optimization model that,
for a given optimal rPOD, dictates the timing of fire line construction activities to encourage completion
of containment line prior to fire arrival along specific rPOD edges.

In the following sections we present our methods and results, tailored to a case study based
on the simulations of the 2017 Sliderock Fire in Montana, USA. Both the inherent uncertainties in
wildfire behaviors and fire manager’s different risk preferences could influence the selection of fire
containment strategies. We generated alternative rPOD response strategies that vary with managerial
risk preferences around cost and firefighter safety, and present a conceptual decision tree to demonstrate
how such a tool could be used to facilitate tradeoff analysis and strategy selection. We further illustrate
use of the model to develop a contingency strategy, which is consistent with the idea of re-running the
tool in response to changes in factors such as fire weather, line effectiveness, and suppression resource
availability. After presenting results we discuss model insights, limitations, and possible extensions.
Through this study, we hope to demonstrate the potential of using OR models to integrate probabilistic
data and to provide easily accessible response strategy suggestions that accord with fire manager’s
risk preferences and that ultimately improve response safety and efficiency.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Modeling Overview

Figure 1 presents a general workflow for the model, with three particularly noteworthy elements:
(1) grey boxes, which represent primary model outputs from the two MIP formulations; (2) green boxes,
which correspond to probabilistic information generated from fire simulation models not incorporated
into the original model of [28]; and (3) green arrows, which indicate managerial preferences regarding
suppression cost, level of concerns for losing structures, and firefighter safety; we account for the
latter by considering both flame length probabilities and fire arrival times along rPOD boundaries.
Starting in the upper left-hand corner, fire simulation using FSPro and Flep-Gen is the base input data
for MIP model, influencing eNVC calculations, line construction effort along PCLs (i.e., POD edges),
point protection effort within rPODs, and timing of fire line construction. Note the two-way arrow
between fire consequences and point protection effort, indicating solution-dependency of eNVC values
on the allocated level of investment in point protection. Pre-identified PODs are featured in the center
of the diagram as major decision variables in the model, and as major determinants of total eNVC and
total suppression effort. By allowing managers to restrict fire line construction along POD edges based
on safety concerns, the model may be forced to look elsewhere to construct line and bring extra PODs
into the rPOD, hence the importance of POD adjacency relationships for construction of an rPOD.
Although for completeness we described the generation of fire simulation and other input data, our
primary focus here is development and implementation of the MIP models highlighted in the two
grey boxes. This entails first the selection of the optimal rPOD and its corresponding suppression
resource allocations to line construction and point protection, and then second the timing of fire line
construction operations.
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Figure 1. Model workflow. Grey boxes indicate primary model outputs, green boxes indicate
probabilistic information, and green arrows indicate manager risk preferences, white boxes indicate
other input data or intermediate model outputs during the analysis.

2.2. Case Study Location and Input Data Generation

Figure 2 displays the case study location in the Northern Rocky Mountains of Montana, USA,
encompassing portions of the Lolo and Beaverhead Deerlodge National Forests and the 2017 Sliderock
Fire. The fire occurred on the National Forest land, where we were able to leverage pre-existing risk
assessment layers. The final fire footprint and corresponding FSPro simulations were largely within
National Forest boundaries thereby enabling wall-to-wall eNVC calculations. The fire was a lightning
start along a ridge top at approximately 2133 m (7000 ft) elevation in subalpine forest with limited
access from two adjacent trail systems in steeply bisected terrain. Located approximately 43 km
southeast of Missoula, Montana, the fire was discovered on 13 July and within 24 h had grown to
an estimated 30 ac (12 ha). “Access is difficult due to steep and narrow road systems. The course of
action decision was made for a Point/Zone suppression strategy given the fire location is in remote,
steep, rocky terrain with continuous fuels, and immediate proximity of values at risk. These values
are related to private land in-holdings with structures, historical and communication structure on
Sliderock Mountain, and BPA powerlines” (from WFDSS documentation). By the end of July, the fire
had burned 722 ac (292 ha), and continued to grow slowly, eventually burning 901 ac (365 ha) by the
end of August. We used this fire to build test cases to demonstrate how simulated fire spread data can
be used to support large fire containment analysis. We used the fuel, vegetation and topography data
available in WFDSS (stored as many raster-based GIS layers) to characterize the landscape within and
surrounding the fire for all subsequent modeling of landscape and fuel conditions, fire behavior, and
risk assessment.
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Figure 2. Case study location including pre-identified POD boundaries, the perimeter of the Sliderock
Fire (used as the fire-starting location for FSPro runs), a major highway and the general location of the
study site in the USA.

Starting from the estimated perimeter on the morning of 14 July, we used the FSPro model
within WFDSS to simulate four thousand 21-day iterations of fire growth to estimate the stochastic
fire behaviors and spread patterns. FSPro takes in 3-day forecast weather data (wind speed, wind
direction, and fuel moisture content) from a nearby, representative Remote Automated Weather Station
(RAWS, ID 241405—Pistol Creek Station), and then generates weather conditions for the remainder
of the 21 days by drawing randomly from historical weather data distributions associated with the
selected RAWS. FSPro simulation requires a set of GIS raster layers as input data (a 60 m cell size is
used here) including the standard Scott and Burgan fuel models [39], fuel conditions (e.g., canopy
cover, canopy height, crown base height, crown bulk densities etc.), and terrain (elevation, slope,
aspect). [31] The minimum travel time algorithm is used by FSPro to simulate single fire spread, and
this process is repeated for each of the four thousand fire simulations. The model tallies the number
of times each grid cell burns. The 21-day burn probability (Figure 3a) for each cell is the number of
times the cell burned divided by four thousand. In addition to the overall burn probability, FSPro also
produces spatial data regarding the frequency distribution of elapsed day of arrival at each grid cell.
We used these data to calculate the earliest (minimum) (demonstrated in Figure 3b) and the mean fire
arrival days across the landscape. Predicting fire arrival times to all potential control boundaries is
necessary to support time specific suppression decisions, specifically so that containment effort (line
construction, burn out operation, or reinforcement etc.) can be scheduled before fire arrival. We next
used Flep-Gen to estimate the probability distribution of fire flame length falling into each of the six
categories (Figure 4a–f) using the same landscape and near-term (3-day) weather data that was input
into FSPro. Please note that those categories are commonly used in fire risk assessments for the U.S.
National Forests.
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Figure 3. Simulated fire behavior metrics from FSPro and Flep-Gen. Panel (a) displays burn
probabilities for each pixel, over a 21-day horizon; panel (b) displays the minimum fire arrival day for
each pixel; panel (c) displays expected net value change for each pixel; panel (d) displays the structures
that may need point protection and the POD boundaries with more than 50% of chance of having an
average flame length greater than 2.44 m (8 ft). These boundaries are considered as higher risk lines
(HRLs) from the fire fighter safety aspect.
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based on Flep-Gen results, i.e., “FL 2.44–3.66 m” represents a flame length >2.44 m and ≤3.66 m.

To assess risk, we leveraged existing HVRA susceptibility and relative importance information
generated locally for the Lolo National Forest, which was similarly used in [27]. The Forest identified
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eight categories of HVRAs to include in their assessment: communities, municipal watersheds,
structures, timber resources, ecosystems, critical wildlife habitat, recreation sites, and wilderness
character. Calculation of eNVC involved four key variables: burn probability, flame length probability,
the response (loss/benefit) of the HVRA to fire of various flame lengths, and HVRA-specific relative
importance weights. The first two variables were generated through FSPro fire simulation, the third
through elicitation of expert judgement from resource specialists, and the fourth through multi-criteria
decision analysis with local leadership (see [34,36,40] for more details on the process). The eNVC
calculations across the study site are demonstrated in Figure 3c. To quantify the benefit from point
protection of structures potentially impacted by the fire, the probability of fire reaching each structure
was multiplied with the HVRA value at the location of that structure to calculate the expected value
change from point protection (eNVCpp). We measured the benefit of point protection by assuming
that point protection allows the fire to occur without the impacts otherwise expected.

Our intention was to choose major roads, ridge lines, and rivers as POD boundaries in this study.
However, because no defensible roads existed within the study site, the road layer was not used in
delineating PODs except where local roads overlapped with rivers or ridge lines. To reiterate, POD
boundaries are potential fire control locations. Flame length estimation and associated probabilities
from Flep-Gen along each POD boundary is used as a firefighter safety indicator. We calculated
required line construction efforts to contain fire along each POD boundary based on the flame length
probabilities along that boundary. Flame lengths >1.22 m are generally considered unsafe for crew
to build hand lines; flame lengths >2.44 m are considered unsafe for engines or other ground-based
equipment [41]. We classified POD boundaries with a 50% or more chance of having flame lengths
>2.44 m as high-risk lines (HRLs) that might still be considered a PCL if the level of fire fighter risk is
deemed acceptable, or that could be excluded from use when risk is deemed unacceptable. We depict
the locations of HRLs in Figure 3d. For demonstration purposes, we excluded the use of aerial resources
to dampen fire intensity and thereby expand opportunities by reducing the length of HRLs across the
landscape, although this could be an important direction for future model development.

We calculated fire line construction rates depending on the expected flame length along each POD
boundary. For simplicity, we used 20-person Type I hand-crew hour (referred to as “crew hour”) as the
measurement unit to quantify fire containment and point protection efforts. Referring to the production
table in [41], we selected the line construction rate that equates one crew hour with building 191 m of
containment line along boundaries when the average fire flame length is ≤1.22 m. The assumption is
that the line production rate for fire with low flame length would be similar to the line production rate
for short grass or open timber grass fuel types. If flame lengths exceed this threshold, fire line width
likely needs to increase [42] to ensure containment. We used the methodology from [43] to calculate
the necessary line width to contain fire of known flame length with 99% confidence following the logic
that the probability of the line holding increases as the width of the line increases, and also as the fire’s
flame length decreases. We assumed that crew hours to build a one-unit length of fire line would be
proportional to the required fire line width. More specifically, we used the average flame length from
all raster cells intersecting with a control line across all FSPro fire simulations to calculate the crew
hours needed to contain the fire along the line. In reality, line production rates on or near non-burnable
surfaces such as rock, agricultural lands, rivers, or major roadways can be significantly higher than in
short grass. Under these conditions, the suppression effort to create or fortify POD boundaries could
be substantially reduced. This model also needs to assign resources for point protection. Quantifying
point protection resource requirements is challenging due to limited empirical research. For testing
purposes, we assumed two fire fighters are needed to provide sufficient point protection for each
structure, which can be converted to approximately one-tenth of a 20-person crew hour per day.

2.3. Mathematical Formulation for rPOD Selection (the First Step Optimization)

We designed and ran two MIP models sequentially to optimize large fire containment decisions.
Solution from the first step optimization identifies the optimal containment boundary (rPOD) mainly
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focused on minimizing the expected fire losses. The second step optimization readjusts the timings of line
construction along the pre-selected rPOD boundaries to expand time gaps between line construction
and fire arrival along the rPOD boundary under the assumption that larger time gaps equate to
increased safety for suppression actions. The corresponding denotation for both steps of optimization
are listed in Table 1 (for the first step optimization) and Table 2 (for the second step optimization).

Max Z = ∑
i

eNVCi × Xi + wpoint ×∑
a

eNVCppa ×Oa − w1 ×∑
t

Vt (1)

Subject to:
Xi = 1 ∀i ∈ I0 (2)

∑
t

Y(i,j),t ≤ 1 ∀(i, j) (3)

{
∑t≥t◦ (i,j) ∑(i,j) Y(i,j),t ≤ 0

∑t ∑(i,j) Y
(i,j),t ≤ 0

(4)

{
∑t Y(i,j),t ≥ Xi − Xj ∀(i, j)
∑t Y(i,j),t ≥ Xj − Xi ∀(i, j)

(5)

B(i→j) ≤ Xi ∀(i→ j) (6)

Xj ≤∑
i

B(i→j) ∀j /∈ Io (7)

{
B(i→j) ≤ 1−∑t Y(i,j),t ∀(i→ j) when i < j
B(i→j) ≤ 1−∑t Y(j,i),t ∀(i→ j) when i > j

(8)

∑
a∈i

Oa ≤ niXi ∀i (9)

Fi = si ∀i ∈ I0 (10) Fj ≤ Fi + M×
(

1− B(i→j)

)
+ 1 ∀(i→ j)

Fj ≥ Fi −M×
(

1− B(i→j)

)
+ 1 ∀(i→ j)

(11)

Vt = ∑
(i,j)∈(I,J)t

l(i,j) ×Y(i,j),t + ∑
a

ka,t ×Oa ∀ t = 1 to T (12)

Vt ≤
.
vt ∀ t = 1 to T (13)

The objective function (Equation (1)) is designed to simultaneously optimize three fire suppression
objectives: maximizing the total eNVC in the selected rPOD to contain fire (positive eNVC represents
expected net fire benefit; negative eNVC represents expected net fire loss), reducing the expected
weighted fire losses by point protection, and minimizing the weighted crew hours spent. Each objective
could be weighted differently. For example, a penalty weight w1 is multiplied with crew hours spent to
encourage saving of suppression effort (the third objective). Equation (2) ensures that all fire-starting
PODs would be part of the selected rPOD. Equation (3) assumes that fire line along each boundary (i, j)
needs to be finished within one suppression management period (defined here as one day, although
the MIP formulation is generic such that other management periods could be defined). Equation (4)
sets up two types of line-construction restrictions. The first one excludes line constructions along
any boundary (i, j) in planning period t if the predicted fire arrival time to (i, j) (denoted as t

◦
(i,j)) is

earlier than t. Estimating t
◦
(i,j) is not always simple. In our tested scenarios, we used either the earliest

or the average fire arrival time to each boundary from four thousand fire simulations to estimate
t
◦
(i,j). Other arrival time assumptions could also be adopted to reflect fire manager’s different risk

preferences. The second component of Equation (4) further excludes line building along any boundary
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(i, j) that is deemed to be unsafe or ineffective for line construction due to the higher probability of fire
flame length above a certain threshold, or due to other potential fire fighter safety concerns, e.g., snag
falling after insect infestation.

Equation (5) uses a pair of equations to capture the logic that containment effort is needed at the
boundary between POD i and j to stop fire spreading between them only if fire is already in one of
them. Equation (6) ensures that fire could spread out from POD i only after it burns i. Equation (7)
ensures that if fire reaches POD i, it must have spread into it from one of its adjacent PODs j unless
i is one of the fire-starting PODs. Fire spotting beyond adjacent PODs is not modeled in this model.
Equation (8) assumes that all fire lines built would hold. This is a known over-estimate, in that we
know some lines will not hold [20]. In some of the test cases of this study, we relaxed this assumption
by building contingent suppression strategies to prevent fireline breaching. Please note that any POD
boundary deemed unsafe or ineffective in containing fire would have been excluded by Equation (4).
Equation (9) allows for point protection to be applied to structures within POD i if that POD is part of
the selected rPOD. Each of the connected fire-starting PODs would be assigned a sequence number (for
example, 0, 1 and 2 . . . ) by Equation (10). In the current formulation, disconnected fire-starting PODs
are not allowed. Equations (11) use auxiliary variable Fi to ensure that the selected PODs would form a
contiguous rPOD. Please note that Equation (11) assigns the value of the auxiliary variable Fj to be Fi + 1

if fire line is not built along the boundary (i, j) (when B(i→j) = 1, M×
(

1− B(i→j)

)
would be zero);

otherwise, the value of Fj will only be bounded by the value of M (when B(i→j) = 0, M×
(

1− B(i→j)

)
becomes M). Selecting a large positive value for M would leave Fj practically unrestricted when
B(i→j) = 0. Details of this set of equations can be found in [28]. Equation (12) uses bookkeeping
variable Vt to track the total resource time (i.e., crew hours) spent during each suppression operational
period (e.g., a fire day). Equation (13) sets up an upper bound

.
vt reflecting the available resource time

in each period.

Table 1. Denotations used in the first step optimization model.

Sets and Indices and Descriptions

i or j indices for PODs

(i, j) or (j, i)
index of edges between each pair of adjacent PODs i and j with the first subscript smaller
than the second subscript so that each edge is represented by only one pair of PODs. i = −1
represents areas out of the study area.

(i, j)
The set of boundaries (HRL) that fire line is not likely to hold due to predicted probability
of flame length > 2.44 m.

(I, J)t or (J, I)t

The set of boundaries with predicted fire arrival time at or after the tth planning period.
We assumed resources available at period t can only be used to build fire lines along
boundaries from this set.

(i→ j) Index of fire spread direction, from POD i to its adjacent POD j
t Index of suppression period (i.e., day) from one to tmax
a Index of each candidate point protection location, i.e., a structure

Decision variables and descriptions

Xi 0/1 variable; 1 if POD i is selected as part of the rPOD
Y(i,j),t 0/1 variable; 1 if fire line is constructed along edge (i,j) during suppression period t

Oa
0/1 variable tracking whether point protection would be applied at location a; 0 if not,
1 if applied

B(i→j) 0/1 variable; 1 if fire spreads from POD i to j; 0 if not

Fi

An auxiliary variable tracking the sequence each POD being included into the rPOD.
Following the sequence, this model can form a contiguous rPOD starting from the fire
starting PODs.

Vt
Bookkeeping variable used to track the total resource time (i.e., crew hours) spent on
containment and point protection during period t
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Table 1. Cont.

Parameters and descriptions

Io The set of adjacent ignition PODs

eNVCi
Expected total NVC in POD i; positive value represents fire benefits; negative value
represents fire losses.

eNVCppa
Expected benefit (avoided loss), in terms of cNVC, from point protection at structure
location a.

ni The total number of point protection locations in POD i

ka,t
Resource time (i.e., number of crew hours) required for point protection at location a
during period t

M A large positive constant (big M) that is larger than the number of PODs

l(i,j)
Expected resource time (i.e., crew hours) needed to build containment lines along edge
(i, j); calculated based on the predicted probabilities of multiple fire flame length levels.

.
vt Resource time (i.e., crew hours) availability in each period t

wpoint
A point protection benefits multiplier. It can be set to a higher value to emphasis
manager’s concern of losing structures.

w1
A selected weight in the objective function to penalize resource time (i.e., total crew hours)
spent on large fire management

t
◦
(i,j) The predicted fire arrival time (i.e., 2.3 days) to edge (i, j) without suppression

Table 2. Denotations used in suppression timing adjustments in the second step model.

Additional sets and indices for the second step model

(I, J)′ The rPOD boundaries identified from the first step optimization
A′ The set of structures selected for point protection from the first step optimization

Additional decision variables

U(i,j)
Variables used to track the time between fire line construction period (i.e., day) and fire arrival
time along boundary (i, j)

Umin
The narrowest temporal gap between fire line construction period and fire arrival time for all
rPOD boundaries

2.4. Mathematical Formulation for Suppression Timing Adjustment (Second Step Optimization)

The solution from the first step optimization identifies the boundary of the rPOD fire container
and structures within the container that need point protection. Contingent on this selection, managers
can run a follow-up model to improve the safety and effectiveness of suppression operations by
allowing more time on line construction along the selected rPOD boundary. We built a second MIP
model to support this additional optimization.

Max w2 ×Umin + ∑
(i,j)

w3 ×U(i,j) (14)

Subject to:

∑
t< t◦ (i,j))

Y(i,j),t = 1 ∀(i, j) ∈ (I, J)′ (15)

Oa= 1 ∀a ∈ A′ (16){
U(i,j) = 0 ∀(i, j) /∈ (I, J)′

U(i,j) ≤ ∑ t< t◦ (i,j))

(
t
◦
(i,j) − t

)
×Y(i,j),t ∀(i, j) ∈ (I, J)′

(17)

Umin ≤ U(i,j) ∀(i, j) ∈ (I, J)′t (18)

Equations (12) and (13) need to be carried over to this second step model.
Objective Function (14) maximizes: (1) the narrowest temporal gap between fire arrival time and

line construction time along all the pre-selected rPOD boundaries (weighted by w2), and (2) the sum
of temporal gaps along all pre-selected rPOD boundaries (weighted by w3). Equations (15) and (16)
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simply make sure the rPOD selection and point protection location decisions from the first step model
will be carried over to the second step model. The original Equations (12) and (13) from the first step
model would still be included in the second step model. Equation (17) tracks the temporal gap for each
selected rPOD boundary and sets the temporal gap for the other not selected POD boundaries to zero.
Equation (18) tracks the smallest temporal gaps along all selected rPOD boundaries.

2.5. Scenarios Used for Model Assessment

Upon the occurrence of a fire, there could be many possible fire suppression scenarios.
Containment strategies can be configured under each scenario using corresponding fire simulation and
landscape fire risk analysis results. We selected five scenarios for demonstration by varying the weights
and penalties (wpoint, w1) in the objective function (Equation (1)) and designing constraints to reflect
various fire risk and firefighter safety concerns. Containment strategies include the locations and times
when containment line should be built. The setups of the five scenarios are listed in Table 3. We also
demonstrated how to use a decision tree to organize and support faster reference to different scenarios.

We built test scenario A and C by assuming that fire managers have less firefighter safety concern
(higher risk tolerance level); therefore, suppression can be scheduled along all preidentified POD
boundaries. The other three scenarios, B, D and E, assume higher firefighter safety concern (lower
risk tolerance level), in which line construction is not allowed along HRL (boundaries with >50%
probability of flame length >2.44 m). In scenarios C, D and E, we set the cost for each crew hour at
low (w1 = 0.0001 in Equation (1)); in the other two scenarios A and B, we assumed w1 = 1 to represent
a higher crew hour cost. A very low but positive value for w1 would still create incentives for the
model to save crew hours, but at a lower priority level compared to the other objective of maximizing
expected net value increasing. To emphasize structure protection, in scenario C, we assigned a higher
weight (wpoint = 100, Equation (1)) for point protection benefit; in the other scenarios A, B, D and E, we
kept wpoint = 1. Different fire arrival time estimates are also tested. For all scenarios except E, we used
the average fire arrival time to all raster cells along each POD boundary from all FSPro simulations; for
scenario E, we instead used the average of the minimum fire arrival time to all raster cells along each
boundary from FSPro fire simulations. For all scenarios, we set w2 = 10 and w3 = 1 (in Equation (14))
during the second step optimization to expand both the smallest and the total time gaps between fire
arrival time and fire suppression time along the identified rPOD boundary to allow fire fighters more
time to finish line construction, reinforcement or burnout the line before the flaming front arrives.
In all test scenarios, we assumed there are enough crew hours available in each fire day to finish line
construction along any single POD boundary (see [28] for illustration of how resource availability can
influence optimal solutions). However, there may not be enough crew to build multiple lines and
protect all structures simultaneously in each day. This assumption allows us to test scenarios with a
moderate level of resource availability; other resource availability assumptions can be easily set up
and tested if needed.

Table 3. Model parameters of five tested scenarios.

Test Scenarios Crew Hour Penalty
(w1 in Equation (1))

Suppression at
HRL Is Allowed

Use (Mean or Min)
Fire Arrival Time
to Each Boundary

eNVCpp Weight
(wpoint in

Equation (1))

A
1 Yes mean 1high cost, high risk

B
1 No mean 1high cost, low risk

C
0.0001 Yes mean 100low cost, high risk structure

protection

D
0.0001 No mean 1low cost, low risk

E
0.0001 No min 1low cost, low risk, earlier fire arrival
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3. Results

3.1. Test Scenarios and Corresponding Containment Strategies

Following the two-step optimization procedure, we first run the optimal rPOD selection model
to find the best fire container and associated point protection locations within it according to the
modeled scenario; we then run the second step model with a hope to create more time for firefighters to
finish containment lines before fire arrival. For the five scenarios evaluated, we selected C to map line
construction solutions (Figure 5). Panel (a) in Figure 5 displays fire arrival day to rPOD boundaries;
panel (b) demonstrates time gaps (the number of days) between the day of suppression and the
expected day of fire arrival along rPOD boundaries. Results show that following the model suggested
suppression strategy after the second step optimization, we can expect four or more days for crew to
finish the fire lines before fire arrival along most of the selected rPOD boundaries.

Summary results of all the five scenarios A to E are presented in Table 4. Each scenario suggests a
different rPOD size and shape (Figure 6). Suggested rPODs vary substantially in both area (optimal
rPOD size in scenario E is ~12 times the area of that under scenario A), and line construction length
(optimal rPOD length in scenario D is ~7 times the length of that under scenario A). Not allowing
containment lines to be built along HRLs almost doubles the size of selected rPOD (test scenario C
vs. scenario D). Setting a higher benefit of structure protection (scenario C), which is a common
objective for large fire suppression, results in managers shifting a substantial amount of crew time to
protect structures (Table 4; 123 structures protected versus 19 in scenarios D/E and 0 in scenarios A/B).
We also reported the average probability of flame length >2.44 m (or 8 ft) along all selected firelines
as an indicator for fire fighter safety (Table 4; the last column). As expected, the average probability
of flame length >2.44 m is much higher (between 33% and 50%) when HRL is allowed in forming
rPOD compared to the average probability (between 14% and 17%) when suppression is not allowed
along HRLs.
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Table 4. Solution characteristics for the tested scenarios A through E in the decision tree (Figure 6).

Test
Scenario

rPOD
Area (ha)

# of
PODs

Line
Length

(m)

Crew Hour
in Building

Lines

Smallest
Time Gap

(day)

Total
eNVC

# of
Protected
Structures

Mean
Prob. of
FL >8 ft

A 1367 3 16,222 679 1.70 −87.73 0 49.7%
B 17,166 78 68,497 1835 12.54 −284.87 0 14.0%
C 9424 46 117,543 4116 2.70 −81.02 123 32.9%
D 17,298 81 118,557 3554 6.85 −270.90 19 17.2%
E 17,555 82 115,553 3487 6.85 −271.09 19 17.7%Forests 2019, 2, x FOR PEER REVIEW  16 of 23 
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The rPOD selected from scenario B (Figure 6) has a relatively compact shape (lower perimeter
to area ratio) due to the assumed higher crew hour penalty (w1 = 1). In this scenario, none of the
structures residing in the selected rPOD is protected through point protection due to the lower point
protection weight (wpoint = 1) and higher crew hour penalty. In contrast, scenario D shares the same
set of assumptions as B except a much lower suppression hour penalty w1 = 0.0001, which results in
a less compact rPOD. Test scenario C (Figure 6) also demonstrates an irregularly shaped rPOD with
relatively higher perimeter to area ratio. Test scenario C also shows that most structures within the
selected rPOD would be point protected because of the high point protection benefits wpoint = 100
along with the low crew hour penalty w1 = 0.0001. The shape of the rPOD in scenario C is driven by
maximizing eNVC because of point protection and selection of PODs that avoid negative eNVC.

We conducted additional sensitivity analyses by varying the penalty for crew hour spent on
suppressions (w1 in Equation (1)) or point protection using scenarios A and B as examples (Table 5).
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All model runs based on scenario B with different w1 values propose rPOD that is ~2 to 13 times larger
than the corresponding runs proposed in scenario A, because the former requires containment lines
backing off farther from the starting fire footprint. This also allows crews more time to finish the lines
along the rPOD before fire arrival. Decreasing crew hour penalty w1 gives managers more flexibility
of using crew hours, which sometimes means letting a fire grow larger to achieve more fire benefits.
For test scenarios A and B, we discover only 5 to 8 percent increase of eNVC when crew hour penalty
decreases from 1 to 0.0001. This may be because the potential fire benefit in the given study location is
relatively small compared to the potential fire losses. The selected rPOD size increases more than 10
times during the sensitivity tests based on scenario A, but only increases by about 10 percent during
the tests based on scenario B, which may be because there are fewer options of building lines from
scenario B than A.

To facilitate the understanding and presentation of model results for different scenarios, we can
organize different containment strategies into a decision tree format (see Figure 6 for an example).
While exploring different potential fire containment options, fire managers could follow the decision
tree from left to right, specifying suppression assumptions and risk preferences, until they reach a
suppression strategy at the end of the decision tree. A decision tree format also helps us compare the
suppression strategies between management scenarios. For example, although Figure 6 only shows a
decision tree with five scenarios, we can still identify two simple trends from it: (1) higher suppression
cost clearly encourages more aggregated POD selection when building rPOD; (2) not allowing line
construction along HRLs causes substantial increase of rPOD size.

Table 5. Sensitivity analysis varying manager preferences around suppression cost and suppression
activity in high flame length areas.

Crew
Hour

Penalty

rPOD
Area
(ha)

# of
PODs

Line
Length

(m)

Crew Hour in
Building

Lines

Smallest
Time Gap

(Day)

Total
eNVC

# of
Structures
Protected

Test scenario A with varying crew hour penalty (w1 in Equation (1))

1 1367 3 16,222 679 1.70 −87.73 0
0.1 1367 3 16,222 679 1.70 −87.73 0

0.01 1421 4 16,520 684 1.04 −85.70 1
0.001 4683 23 50,636 1886 0.01 −79.88 15

0.0001 7224 38 86,479 3133 2.70 −80.30 74

Test scenario B with varying crew hour penalty (w1 in Equation (1))

1 17,166 78 68,497 1835 12.54 −284.87 0
0.1 17,166 78 68,497 1835 12.54 −284.87 0

0.01 15,989 79 92,567 2706 8.39 −271.86 1
0.001 16,620 81 99,493 2908 8.85 −271.14 17

0.0001 19,090 87 130,983 3821 6.85 −270.92 19

3.2. Development of Contingent rPOD Container

During large fire suppression, there is the potential risk of fire breaching primary firelines due
to multiple factors, such as spotting, rolling logs, and inadequate or incomplete line construction.
Fire managers often need to have contingency plans in case of line breaching at critical locations.
In this study, we used the test scenario B to demonstrate how this analysis approach could be used to
provide contingency containment strategies (Figure 7) assuming fire breached containment lines at
five locations along the model selected primary rPOD boundary. We selected those five fire breaching
locations along the rPOD boundaries because FSPro and Flep-Gen simulation indicated they have the
next highest probabilities (ranging from 45.3% to 48.3%) of having fire flame lengths >2.44 m after
the HRLs. Based on the previously selected rPOD boundary from test scenario B and the location
of potential of fire breaching locations, we set up the model and reran the two-step optimization.
New model results show that additional POD boundaries outside the primary rPOD boundary can be
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selected to form a contingent fire container in case the fire escaped from the primary rPOD container.
Systematically identifying likely line breach locations and potential contingency line locations is often
an important task during large fire suppression process.
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4. Discussion

Large fire managers must make response decisions in a timely manner, limiting opportunities
to examine an extensive suite of rPOD options. Additionally, large fire suppression decisions often
involve stakeholders with different values, incentives and risk preferences and suppression decisions
could be heavily influenced by social-political factors, public opinions, media reports, etc. [44]. In this
study, we tested several fire manager’s preference scenarios. Fire managers could design and evaluate
more scenarios by extending the use of this model to preseason fire risk analyses or fire management
training programs, for example, considering a range of possible landscapes, ignition locations, weather
conditions, risk preferences, and resource availability situations (see [28]). Important variables to
consider in pre-season, cross-boundary fire planning may also include ownership patterns, the
extent and proximity of community and structures, the degree of pre-existing collaboration, and
potential for conflict. Adopting thematic “archetypes” for community attributes [45] along with fire
transmission and exposure pathways [46] could also prove useful for guiding and informing such
planning efforts. Integrating those considerations into scenarios and using OR models to provide
alternative containment suggestions would allow managers to understand the tradeoffs of different
management policies and actions on various stakeholders. Ultimately, this may help provide better
communication and facilitate negotiations between stakeholders as optimal response strategies are
determined. A strength of the scenario-based planning is that it provides an opportunity to infuse and
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enrich discussions with a broader set of qualitative concerns in relation to a frontier of response options.
In a recent fire planning workshop hosted in Estes Park, Colorado, USA, for example, responders
from a variety of response agencies considered potential scenarios where a fire that ignited in Rocky
Mountain National Park could spread into adjacent communities. The team collectively discussed fire
containment options, structure density and protection need, evacuation concerns, smoke exposure,
and tourism impacts, all in relation to design of large fire containment strategies.

Our goal is to keep improving the OR model and eventually to integrate it into or use it as an
extension of the existing wildfire decision support systems to support transparent and data driven
large fire suppression decisions. WFDSS is the most extensively used large fire decision support
system in the U.S. OR approaches such as the two-step model described herein will remain external to
this system at this time given WFDSS’ structure and capability, but by explicitly using data products
already integrated in WFDSS to support our model would be relatively easy as an external extension.
For example, WFDSS already uses FSPro runs and predicts probabilistic fire spread and intensity
maps. Fire analysts with GIS or fire behavior background could run FSPro multiple times across
multiple weeks during a large fire event to provide updated fire simulation information. They could
potentially generate the probability of fire at different intensity levels using tools such as Flep-Gen,
which is currently not available within WFDSS. By combining burn probability and fire intensity
probability with existing quantitative wildfire risk assessments we could calculate the expected fire
loss and benefits for a specific fire event using consistent information used by local and regional
fire staff. Our OR model could use these data layers to provide large fire containment suggestions
by iteratively running the two-step containment optimization at multiple decision points during
the incident. The model would then provide fire suppression suggestions at the beginning of the
incident as well as at key strategic decision points. Each iteration builds on updated fire footprints,
fire probabilities, fire intensity distributions, fire weather forecast, or changing resource availability
situations. Consistency in use of decision support information reduces confusion and limits the
potential for decision makers to disregard model results during the decision process. An advantage
of keeping the OR model as an external extension of WFDSS is that the model could more easily
access GIS data that are not embedded in WFDSS, for example, landscape risk layers, potentially
SDI and PCL layers, in the future, and improved POD delineation data. Regardless of the different
implementation pathways, future development of this model would require close collaboration with
fire managers. We are currently testing the model based on two other fires, the Lolo Fire [28] and the
Ferguson Fire [47]. More tests would be required to further improve the model.

In addition to creating an operationally relevant OR model aligned with existing decision support
tools and systems, we were interested in improving upon previous spatial response optimization
research. This study accomplishes this by considering firefighter safety through expanding time
buffers between line construction and fire arrival (larger buffer mimics indirect attack; zero or very
smaller time buffer allows direct attack) and allowing explicit consideration of fire fighter safety
by using flame length probability data along potential control lines. By organizing different fire
containment alternatives through a decision tree, we were able to reflect various fire management
scenarios. Despite these improvements, alternative modelling strategies may also produce valuable
results. For example, one could use a stochastic programming (SP) model to incorporate multiple
future fire development scenarios and corresponding probabilities directly into the model formulation.
Building and solving a large SP model with many stochastic scenarios would be computationally
challenging but could provide one robust containment option suitable for all considered scenarios.
Fire suppression SP models [10,16,47–51] have been built to solve small- to moderate-sized problems;
they often rely on heuristics to control model size and find “good” instead of optimal solutions.
A potential future research direction could be building SP models to capture fire uncertainties and
implement efficient solution algorithms to solve those models. Alternatively, one could also design
and test heuristic methods. For example, we may build and solve many smaller SP models to
identify different line construction strategies and integrate those selected control lines by voting to
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form a selected rPOD. We can then test a large set of stochastic fire scenarios to evaluate the overall
effectiveness of the selected rPOD by referencing certain large fire suppression key performance
indicators (KPIs) [52], such as expected fire losses, rate of fire line engaged, held, and burned over, or
fire fighter exposure rate to high flame length lines etc. Another simpler future model improvement
to deal with the line holding uncertainty could be expanding the objective function of the current
model to minimize the probability of any line breaching along the entire rPOD boundary using the
PCL estimates.

Future improvements are still needed to make the model and its supporting data better reflect the
real-world fire suppression practices. For example, the current model assumes that line construction
along each boundary between two adjacent PODs needs to be finished within one suppression
management period (i.e., one day). During actual fire suppression, however, night shift and multiday
lines are possible. From the input data management perspective, delineating a landscape into smaller
PODs or splitting POD boundaries into shorter control line segments can help alleviate this model
limitation. Using smaller PODs would also give the model more options of forming better rPODs.
Another way to address this model limitation would be directly revising the model formulation to
allow for multiday lines, which we believe is viable but needs more investigations.

Many of the challenges in using OR models to support fire suppression are related with data
availability and quality. For example, one of the key data requirements in building suppression models
is the productivity of suppression resources along potential fire containment lines. Line construction
productivity varies by crew type and capacity, topography, vegetation, accessibility, weather and
fire intensity situations [53]. As suppression decisions can be highly sensitive to the rates of fireline
production [54,55], it would be necessary to collect verified, locally specific empirical suppression data
to more accurately parameterize decision support models [56]. In this study, many simplifications
were made, for instance, using the availability of Type I hand crew only as the resource availability
measurement. Large fire suppression, however, often involves the collaboration between multiple
types of crew, engines, helicopters and aircrafts. Data currently collected on the synergies between
firefighting resources and resource effectiveness are very limited [54]. A potential future research
could focus on classifying the line construction or point protection tasks into more specific subtasks,
i.e., spraying water, removing fuels, burning out, wrapping, setting up sprinkler system, etc.; we can
then build statistics models to predict the productivity rate of using each resource type to achieve each
subtask under different fire suppression situations such as terrain, weather, or fuel types. Future rPOD
optimization model would then be able to focus on how to most efficiently assign resources to
finish the more specific subtasks in order to build firelines and achieve point protect objectives.
Future refinements of input data could also focus on better reflecting the relative workload associated
with line width. There may be a non-linear relationship, where more sawyers are necessary for wider
lines, and this could be informed by local data on vegetation as well.

Similar challenges exist with fire behavior modeling, including improving spatially explicit fuel
modeling, diversifying wind and weather conditions across landscapes, and improving fire behavior
algorithms. Fire arrival time is a key factor influencing the selection of timing and locations of fire
line construction. Validation of fire arrival time modeling based on locally collected data either by fire
fighters on the ground or through satellites or drones would be an important future research direction
to improve the reliability of data and the model suggested suppression decisions based on those data.

Leveraging existing networks of PODs created by the U.S. National Forest fire and land
management planners for spatial response optimization research offers a new frontier in OR modeling
with direct relevance to on-the-ground management. In this study, we used a network of existing
PODs built from prominent ridges and major water features. Fire and forest staff continue to develop
POD networks across forested landscapes in the western USA, offering new insights and innovations
not currently used in our model. For example, suppression difficulty index (SDI) [24] and potential
control line atlases (PCLs) [25] are routinely integrated with local knowledge to determine POD
boundaries with the highest likelihood of holding as a containment line. These risk analysis products
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and the resulting POD boundaries more accurately represent expected large fire response, will help
parameterize large fire optimization models, and help identify those lines at highest risk of breaching
for contingency planning. We expect to continue to observe improvements in creating POD networks
and as these model inputs continue to improve, so too will the results from our OR model. We cannot
overstate the importance of integrating advanced analytics with local, field-based knowledge to
determine optimal response strategies that balance firefighter safety, probability of control, and
protection of values at risk.

5. Conclusions

This study introduces a two-step optimization approach using MIP models that integrates
pre-season fire risk analyses, incident-level fire simulations, manager’s risk preferences, and safety
concerns to provide spatially and temporally explicit large fire containment strategies. The first step
optimization identifies a large fire container (rPOD), and associated internal point protection locations,
to minimize total expected fire loss and weighted suppression costs. The second step optimization carries
along the rPOD selection and point protection locations, and further adjusts the timing of fire line
construction to expand the time gap between expected fire arrival time and the line construction
time along each rPOD boundary to improve firefighter safety and containment line effectiveness.
By using scenario-based test cases, we demonstrated how large fire containment strategies may vary
under different management contexts, and the potential of using this approach to select contingent
suppression locations during line breaching events. Many future research directions are identified
to make this model more relevant to large fire suppression practice. The three most important
research directions include modeling aviation resources to support ground-based suppression activities,
modeling the joint operation among multiple resources, and explicitly considering fireline breaching
probabilities in the OR model formulation. Collaborating with local fire managers is critical to make
this model more operationally relevant.
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